MADELEY SCHOOL
INSPIRING EXCELLENCE

Inspire: Madeley School is an

inspirational place where students
have an enjoyment and thirst for
lifelong learning.
Vision: The mission of Madeley
School is to inspire excellence in
everything; attendance, teaching,
learning and academic outcomes.
Pride: With a collaborative
approach, we inspire excellence in an
“anything is possible” growth mindset.
We celebrate perseverance,
resilience and risk taking.
Excellence: We encourage
students to take ownership of, and
responsibility for their learning, so that
they have the confidence and
curiosity to ask questions, solve
problems and respond to high
quality feedback.

It is my pleasure to extend to you a very warm

welcome

to MADELEY

SCHOOL.

We are very proud of our long history serving the local community and look forward to preparing today’s young people

for their futures as leaders in the 21st century. We take pride in providing a friendly, nurturing and
welcoming environment for learning for all students, regardless of background or prior achievements and where
our students are given the skills, experiences and qualifications necessary for them to take charge of their own destinies.
I hope that this prospectus will give you a clear sense of what makes our school special and how we strive to keep our
core values at the heart of all we do on our collective mission of inspiring

excellence. Underpinning life

at Madeley School is a values driven ethos that means when students’ successfully progress onto the next stage of their
education they have: confidence,

resilience, aspiration, positivity, enjoyment,
politeness, pride and respect.
Our relentless focus on ensuring the highest academic standards has placed us amongst the top performing schools in
the area based on sustained improvement, and our examination results regularly place us well above the national
averages for student outcomes.
In addition to providing the highest quality teaching for successful learning in lessons, we are passionate about
providing excellent enrichment opportunities beyond the classroom, so that all of our students have a

rewarding and enjoyable time with us as they develop their interests and talents.

A positive growth mind-set underpins our approach to developing a learning culture where effort, resilience
and learning from our mistakes are seen as the key to unlocking outstanding attainment.
By choosing MADELEY

SCHOOL you will be joining a group of like-minded young people

who appreciate the need to work as part of a team, are supportive and help each other to succeed.
You will be supported by a team of highly-skilled and qualified teachers at both Key Stage 3 and
Key Stage 4, along with a support network of dedicated pastoral and support staff who will
collectively strive to bring the best out in you.

MADELEY SCHOOL is a proud member of the Shaw Education Trust.
The Trust bring a belief that all children should have the opportunity to be successful, whatever
their starting point. They pledge an unswerving commitment to improve, accelerate and
enable ambitious life goals for all young people in their schools.
I look forward to welcoming you to MADELEY

SCHOOL at some point

“… our students are given the skills,
experiences and qualifications
necessary for them to take charge
of their own destinies.

”

in the future and showing you around our vibrant and dynamic school.

Lee Nixon
Academy Principal

MADELEY SCHOOL

Inspiring Excellence

“Pupils have very positive attitudes to

learning. In all lessons observed, pupils
were keen to learn and fully engaged
with the activities teachers had planned.
Ofsted

”

Madeley School is an inspirational place
where students have an enjoyment and
thirst for lifelong learning.

INSPIRE

Madeley School Grows Confidence: Self-assured; secure and satisfied.

VISION
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PRIDE
EXCELLENCE

The mission of Madeley School is
to inspire excellence in everything;
attendance, teaching, learning
and academic outcomes.

We encourage students to take ownership of, and responsibility for
their learning, so that they have the confidence and curiosity to ask
questions, solve problems and respond to high quality feedback.

With a collaborative approach, we inspire excellence
in an “anything is possible” growth mindset.
We celebrate perseverance, resilience
and risk taking.

Madeley School Develops Resilience:
To recover quickly from setbacks and
to learn from mistakes.
Growth Mindset
Madeley students are encouraged
to develop a positive mindset where
they should…
Expect Excellence
Overcome Obstacles
Apply Maximum Effort
Receive Expert Teaching & Feedback
Inspire and be Inspired
Challenge Themselves
Demonstrate Pride and Respect
MADELEY SCHOOL

Inspiring Excellence

Madeley School Celebrates Aspiration:
A mind-set with high ambitions, goals and aims.
The curriculum at Madeley is designed to encourage breadth of study, taking
into account government progress measures and guidelines as appropriate but one
that has the outcomes for all our students at its centre.
On entry to Key Stage 3, students are set for Mathematics, Science and broadly set
for English. This is based on their assessment at the end of Key Stage 2.
Students are placed in colour groups for
Humanities, Music, Drama and Languages.
Technology, Art, Computer Science and
Physical Education are taught in form groups.
Throughout both key stages rigorous monitoring
and tracking ensures that all students are
correctly placed within their year
group to ensure they achieve their
full potential.
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“Pupils are proud to be members of the school
and demonstrate high standards of behaviour,
showing care, respect and kindness.
Ofsted

”

Madeley School Encourages Positivity:
A sense of optimism that anything is possible.

MADELEY SCHOOL

Inspiring Excellence

Madeley School Nutures Politeness:
By demonstrating good manners
and courtesy.
A
Positive
Ethos

“By choosing MADELEY SCHOOL you
“All staff work hard to improve the performance of the school
and ensure that pupils learn well and develop the skills they
need for their next steps in education and training.
Ofsted

”

will be joining a group of like-minded
young people who appreciate the need
to work as part of a team, are supportive
and help each other to succeed.

”

Madeley School Fosters Enjoyment: A lifelong love of learning.
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Madeley School Promotes Pride & Respect:
A feeling of dignity and worth
… we are passionate about
with consideration for each
providing excellent enrichment
opportunities beyond the
other and our community.

“

Asp

classroom, so that all of our
students have a rewarding and
enjoyable time with us as they
develop their interests and talents.

”
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Positivity

Enjoyment

“From the moment I walked through the student entrance

at Madeley school, I knew I had picked the right place.
There was absolutely no need to be worried: all of the
teachers are inspiring, helpful and caring. The lessons
are also fun, whether you are lighting a Bunsen burner
in Science or sketching carefully in Art. I know that some
might be nervous, but you shouldn't be: making friends
has been easy as everybody is so welcoming and kind.
If you keep an open mind, you can achieve anything!
Aditya, Year 7 Student

”
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